THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
cost of administration, the state simply raised taxes arbitrarily. Prom
1890 to 1896 they were doubled; from 1896 to 1898 they were again
increased by half. The docility of the communes in responding to
these measures made the government merely repeat this simple pro-
cess. In certain provinces, like Nam Dinh, Aimamites had to pay on
rice-fields which did not exist. Not only have the amounts aggressively
increased, but like the monopolies it is die vexations attendant upon
their collection that constitute an even greater burden for the people.
Equality in taxation, that cherished repubEcan principle, would
never recognize itself in Indo-China. European exemptions and their
payment of exactly the same head tax as the humblest coolie—who has
no voice in their assessment—constitute the gravest injustice. Many
complaints never reach the administrator because they must pass by way
of the interpreter. The government mistook the unvarying Annamite
tax returns—good harvest, bad harvest—as a sign that their amount
was not exaggerated. The favourite offickl cable to Paris was: <4Catm is
restored; the taxes are coming in," Beau claimed that the Annamite
was less burdened with taxes than his Siamese neighbour, but critics
question the accuracy of his statement. The grip of usury had already
gangrened the country, and heavier taxes intensified the evil.
France's false 'conception about Indo-China's wealth is partly
responsible, because it was pkyed up in France to seduce potential
colonizers in 1884. Hannand, the following year, estimated that
Annam-TonMn, could pay taxes of more than 2*000,000 francs. When
this was not forthcoming, every means was used to force the revenues.
The instability of taxes made them seem worse. Not only were they
cradling in amount, but they varied from year to year, and clemency
was not shown to inundated regions. The year 1897 saw a perfect
haSstana of new taxes—on stamps* dnBamozi, mxx!-cotting, etc. Such.
fttstaMEtf was bad for the natives and for the undertaking of any
impoitaat enterprise.
Dined: collection of taxes by French officials was fried as one means
of increasing tib revenues, since it had teen fashionable to
mandarinal corruption for the1 Mediocre tax returns. When failed
to accomplish a miracle* it was decided that the coxmmi&e, net the
mandarins^ were incorrigible frauds. S® die personal tax was mczeasod,
and money payment for a jagmasai release from	service beeaipe
obligatory. For the first time the former &0n-4Bxpa£yetB were taxed* It
estimated in 1-901        the Aimamite paid from same te tea ptf&-W*r
fames 'as a personal tax—m mm wblcb	the rice be would

